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OPTICAL SIGNAL PROCESSING USING NONLINEAR OPTICS
9

FINAL REPORT

For the Period August 1, 1984 - September 31, 1987

Introduction:
,.

This report summarizes the results obtained on Grant AFOSR-84-0207,

* "Optical Signal Processing using Nonlinear Optics", for the period 8/1/84-
*" 7/31/87.

2-D Correlations/Convolutions via Four Wave Mixing:

The 2-D correlation/convolution which can be achieved in real time via

four wave mixing in nonlinear materials has been investigated in detail to
* determine the accuracy and signal power possible. This analysis was initiated
*t under other support; the experimental confirmation was completed under this

contract. The analysis which is based on Fourier transforms of the equations of

nonlinear interactions has resulted in a closed from solution for the output and

clearly shows how it differs from the desired 2-D correlation. In the example of

• a scene that is searched for given objects, the accuracy decreases as the ratio of

! scene to object size increases. The accuracy also decreases as the length of the

nonlinear material increases resulting in a trade-off between accuracy, size of

the scanned scene, and power or signal to noise ratio in the output.

The first result of this analysis is the realization that a non-colinear

interaction is considerably less accurate than a colinear. In the typical four-

wave mixing scheme, the two inputs, B 1 and B2, propagate at a small angle to

Eeach other within a nonlinear medium; the pump wave is counter to one of the
inputs. This angle between the beams results in a lateral translation between the

. patterns as they propagate through the nonlinear materipl. The result is a

correlation between smoothed versions of the inputs and a considerable error.

A colinear interaction is possible so long as the two inputs are

IIN
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N, distinguished via either polarization or wavelength. A typical polarization

scheme is shown in Figure 1. Input 2 interacts with the plane wave pump 3 to

write a grating in the nonlinear material. Input 1 reads the grating and results in

the scattered output 4. Note that a true X3 material such as CS2 will not work in

all cases since the output will contain the correlation and its complex conjugate.
If the inputs are real, this is not objectionable.

The result for the colinear cases is:

" I'
B4(x,y) Kc Jdx'dy'B(x1,y')B2(x'+xy'+y) 1-exp(iyZo)

where -

Yc.ko K

Yc '--i-F2 (xx+yy') .-

Kc = constant containing the nonlinear coefficient X3

Zo thickness of nonlinear material i
= linear loss coefficient

*F = Focal length of the F.T. lens

The above expression differs from the desired 2-D correlation by the last

bracketed term containing the exponent. The origin of this term is the k vector

mismatch. Near the origin, the correlation is relatively accurate, but the

accuracy decreases as the size of the two input patterns increase. This is

important in a typical case where a scene is scanned for a particular object. For

large fields of scan, the accuracy decreases, and the possibility of false alarms

increases.

This analysis has been confirmed by an experiment which was performed

under the support of this grant. In the experiment, input 1 is a square aperture

of side "a" located on the axis. Input 2 is similar square aperture but located Xo

off axis. We are, therefore, searching over range 2Xo by 2Xo for the square
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aperture of side "a". In the experiment, the relative correlation power (RCP)
was measured and compared to the calculated value. The RCP is the ratio of the

total integrated power in the correlation peak, relative to the power in the
- perfect correlation and is, therefore, the relative detected power for the

threshold detection scheme.

The experimental layout is shown in Figure 2. C is the photorefractive
material bismuth silicon oxide which is oriented so that the beams propagated
along the 001 direction. The half wave plate Hi rotates the polarization of the

0 write beam B2(x,y) to be perpendicular to that of the read beam Bl(x,y). The

mask I contains on on-axis rectangular aperture which is illuminated by B 1 and
three off-axis rectangular apertures illuminated by B2. Three correlations are

thus recorded simultaneously for accuracy. The slit on the chopper (Ch) wheel
selected one of the correlations at a time for measurement by the PMT.

Typical comparison of the experimental data (crosses and dashed line) and
the calculated data is shown in Figure 3. The parameters c, d, and b are defined
on the figures and earlier in this report. The results closely follow the predicted
curve and confirm the analysis. The results are presented in Publication 1.

Measurement of the Photorefractive Properties of GaAs

GaAs is a fast photorefractive material that can be used in the infrared
*. where diode laser sources are available, and it is potentially fast because of its

e high electron mobility. 1-3 Nonlinear optical devices using GaAs can potentially

be integrated with other opto-electronic devices which are also fabricated in

GaAs.
.1

D.C. Field Enhanced

To evaluate the potential of this material for infrared switching, we have

made a series of measurements at 1.061.m, of the grating formation time and the

* two beam coupling gain as a function of intensity, grating wavelength, and

applied voltage. The GaAs sample has a chrome concentration of 1017cm -3,
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dark resistivity of -300 Megohm cm, and dimensions 10 mm x 10 mm x 5.5
mm. The applied electric field and the polarization vector were along the [ 111 ]
direction. The inverse of the grating formation time varies linearly with
intensity in accordance with theoretical predictions. For an incident laser
intensity of 35 mW/cm 2, the grating formation time is 1.5 msec and increases to
1.8 msec on application of 6 kV. The gain increases with intensity and saturates.
The saturated gain and the intensity required for saturation both increase with
applied voltage. A maximum gain of 0.5 cm- 1 at a grating spacing of 0.9ptm was
measured with no voltage applied which leads to a trap concentration of 1015
cm- 3 . An:.r.id voltage of 6 kV yielded a maximum gain of 0.9 cm- 1 at a
grating spacing of 1.2ptm. It was observed that reducing the intensity decreases

the gain and, at the same time, shifts the maxima of the gain curves to higher
values of grating spacing both with and without an applied voltage. See
Publication 2 for details.

A.C. Field Enhanced

The application of a.c. and step like fields was first proposed by Stepanov
and Petrov.4 We have obtained experimental data on the r.f. field enhanced gain
as a function of the grating spacing for several r.m.s. electric fields at 7.7MHz.

* oWe find that application of r.f. fields has certain novel features when compared
to the d.c. field case. The two beam coupling gain with applied r.f. field is
insensitive to shadowing effects near the electrode and to non-uniform
illumination. The entire applied r.f. field is sensed by the light beam in the

c rcrystal. The two beam coupling signal with applied r.f. field is also
characterized by considerable stability when compared to signals obtained with
applied d.c. fields. This stability of the signal is due to the fact that the space
charge field in the r.f. case is totally imaginary; and the situation, except for the

oq e enhanced gain, is very much like the case when no field is applied. Lastly, the
two beam coupling gain with applied r.f. fields is much larger for large grating
spacing than the d.c. case. Typical results are shown in Figure 4.

We have derived an expression, based on the Kukhtarev equations, for
two beam coupling gain with r.f. fields. A fit of the experimental data to the

U

a.

#'p
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*l• predicted values yields a value of y/I for our sample where y is the

recombination coefficient and t the mobility of the sample. Knowing the Debye

length for our sample, we can calculate the diffusion length to be 0.3.t. See

Publications 3 and 4 for details.

Enhancement by "Moving Grating"

It has been demonstrated in several photorefractive materials that a
O combination of an applied d.c. electric field and the "moving grating" technique

*. can lead to enhanced two wave mixing gain. Two wave mixing gain depends
upon the component of the index grating which is spatially shifted from the
intensity interference pattern by 900 Applied d.c. electric fields can increase the
magnitude of the index grating by drift but decreases the spatial phase shift. If
this intensity interference pattern can be made to move with the correct velocity,
the index grating can be resonantly enhanced. The interference pattern is made
to move with constant velocity by a slight frequency shift in one of the

* recording beams.

The theoretical aspects of the "moving grating" technique have been
discussed by Refregier6 et.al., and Valley5 has derived expressions and has

0 predicted large gains for GaAs.

Figures 5 and 6 show the experimentally measured gain as a function of
the grating wavelength for two values of the applied d.c. voltage (2kv and 4kv).
The measured gains fit the theory only for an effective value of field less than
the applied field, which is typical for d.c. field cases. In these measurements, the
observed gain was optimized by adjusting the magnitude and frequency of the
ramp voltage driving the transducer which moves one of the mirrors. The error
bars on the data show the spread over several repeated measurements. For these
measurements the strong beam intensity at the entrance face of the GaAs was
held at 17 mW/cm 2 .

The important material parameter in the theory of Valley is the ratio
Tdi/T2. Where tdi is the dielectric relaxation time and 't2 is the inverse of the sum

:k.
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of the photoproduction rate and the ion-recombination rate. Valley 5 shows that
this ratio can be expressed as:

Tdi M
SaT2 eg.

where yR is the electron recombination coefficient, P_ is the dielectric constant, g.

is the electron mobility, and e is the electron charge. The uncertainty is in the
*i knowledge of yRig. Valley used values of g=5800cm2/Vsec and YR=2.2x10-8

cm3/sec taken from the literature for GaAs samples with EL2 centers. Using
these values, the predicted gains are considerably higher than those measured
here, and the peak is shifted to longer grating wavelengths.

By measuring the enhanced two wave gain using r.f. electric fields in our
sample, which is chrome doped, we found that the ratio of 'Tdi/t2 = 0.25 best fits

that data. In these measurements, the uncertainty of the electric fields in the
illuminated regions of the sample is not a problem. This value of tdi/T2 was used

for the theoretical curves of Figures 5 and 6. On the Figures are two theoretical
-.4- curves; one for the electric field obtained by dividing the applied voltage by the

electrode spacing, and one curve for the electric field which best fits the data.
This discrepancy is typically seen in measurements of photorefraction because
of the uncertainty of the electric field in the illuminated region of the material.
The drop in the material resistivity in the illuminated regions decreases the
fields in these regions. Even though an IR beam which filled the sample was
used, there is unavoidable shadowing near the electrodes. Measurement of the
d.c. field inside the crystal using the electro-optic effect yielded values as low asLhalf the applied voltage. See Publication 6 for details.

Enhanced Opto-optical Light Deflection using Cavity Resonance

', Dynamic opto-optical beam steering has been reported in several
photorefractive materials 7,8 . In these switches, a grating is written by two
optical control beams to steer or deflect an optical signal beam. Arrays of these

ir
rdM rMA i i l
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switches are essentially real time holograms, and they have potential use in
dynamic optical interconnects for optical computing and in optical network
switching. The efficiency, v, (v = % of the input beam that is deflected) of these

switches is typically only a few percent for materials with reasonably fast
response times. One approach to increasing the efficiency is to go to very long
grating wavelengths and very high electric fields. Herriau, et.al.,9 reported
95% efficiency in BGO at 20m grating wavelength and 14Kv/cm applied field.
We present here another technique that can potentially enhance the efficiency by

* an order of magnitude or more by using the grating to couple into a resonant
cavity. This is similar in concept to the resonated holograms discussed by
Collins.10

Linear Cavity

Figure 7 shows the linear cavity configuration. The control beams at Xc
write a grating in the nonlinear material. The input beam ( Xs) is at Bragg angle
for the grating. A portion of the input is deflected into the cavity which is
resonant at X,. The light coupled through one of the mirrors is the output of the
switch. Blocking a control beam will erase the grating and turn off the switch.
The surfaces of the nolinear material are set at Brewsters angle to minimize
reflection losses in the resonator.

0

The efficiency of the combined grating and cavity can be more than an
order of magnitude larger than v if the cavity losses can be kept low. The rise
and decay times of the switch will be increased by the cavity rise time; but for

(" modest grating writing speeds, this should not be a factor. The bandwidth of the
channel being switched will be reduced to the width of the cavity resonance. The
greatest practical difficulty is keeping the cavity resonant at ?".

We have derived expressions for the switched power, the transmitted
power, and the reflected power which are given in Publication 7. To
demonstrate the concept, we have completed an experiment using LiNbO3:Fe.
The gratings were written at 4880A and read at 6328A. Using a grating with a

0 measured 1.5% diffraction efficiency, the measured efficiency of the combined
cavity and grating was 7.5%; a factor of 4.8 enhancement. This agreed well

6t
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with the theory using the measured cavity losses. The details are given in
Publication 7.

Ring Cavity

The ring cavity, shown in Figure 8, has advantages over the linear cavity
since no power is reflected back at the input and the circulating mode sees the
loss and scattering of the LiNbO 3 only once per round trip. The disadvantage is
the added scattering and absorption loss of the third mirror. Using a similar
approach as the linear cavity, we have derived expressions for the efficiency of
the ring cavity. In a demonstration experiment, the grating had a measured
2.3% diffraction efficiency at 6328A. The cavity-grating combination had a
measured diffraction efficiency of 12.8 % for a factor of 5.6 enhancement.

From the observed cavity resonance width, the round trip loss was
measured and the theory was used to predict a 13.1 % diffraction efficiency of
the cavity-grating combination. See Publication 7 for more details.
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igure 5. Two wave mixing gain, F, as a function of grating wavelength, A,

for the moving grating case when the voltage applied across the sample was

? '/. The sq,:are dots with error bars are the experimental data. Two solid

theoretical curves are shown both using the parameter a = Tdi/T2
= 0.25

which was earlier found appropriate for the GaAs sample. The upper theoretical

curve is for an electric field found by dividing the applied voltage by

the crystal width. The second curve is for an electric field which best fits

the data.
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-7 r'e ~. Two wave mixing gain, r, as a function of grating wavelength,
A, >--r the moving grating case when the voltage applied across the

* same moving, grating case was 4kV. See the caption ofl Figure 5 for
an e>Dlanation of the two solid theoretical curves.
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